Dance Like a Pro
Auditions can be a stressful experience. Add on the fact that you will be asked to learn formal
choreography, with little to no dance experience, and now this can seem overwhelming. The
good news is we are here to provide some guidance! We understand that many students may
have taken chorus and/ or an acting class but maybe you’ve never set foot in a dance studio.
That’s okay. Here are a few helpful tips for you to execute the movement and represent yourself
to the best of your abilities:
● Be dressed in comfortable clothing in which you can easily move your body. Be sure it’s
not so baggy we can’t tell what your body is doing.
● If you have long hair, have it pulled back out of your face. Nothing is more distracting
than having hair fly all over and we can’t see your face.
● Listen to the choreographers description of the steps, especially things like which foot
you step on for a count, the arm positions on a count or word, the direction you move,
and the rhythms they are describing.
● Try to conceptualize the basic movement. If it is a “kick” what does it look like when the
choreographer demonstrates. What leg kicks, how high is it off the ground, what are the
arms doing
● If you are struggling with the feet and arms, start first with what the feet are doing. Keep
your arms/ Hands on your waist.
● Watch the steps for the sequence. Pick out what steps you think you can do the best
and nail those steps to your maximum potential. The ones you are struggling with work
towards getting them but at least be moving in the same direction as the choreographer.
● Practice between the workshop and the audience.
● Don’t whine, just try. Work to your highest level and push yourself to continue to
improve.
What is the choreographer looking for:
● Ability to focus
● Willingness to try and not give up the first second or third time
● Growth and teachability from workshop to auditions. Maybe during the workshop you
were struggling and then you come to auditions and execute some of the combination.
That’s progress!
● For lead ensemble dancers executing the movement in the style the choreographer
presented. Overall technique should be of strong quality. Arms match , sequences are
correct, legs are in proper positioning etc.
● People that look like they are enjoying themselves. Smile !

